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changed his appearance in the courtyard house. 

He came to a handsome-looking young man dressed in a white robe. 

Dahlia tidied up his hair for him. 

“Leilani Amani is known throughout the Greater Realms as a beautiful woman. 

She pays a lot of attention to one’s appearance and demeanor. 

While you’re on Mount Eden, you’ll have to pay attention to how you speak 
and act.” While Dahlia combed James’ hair, she reminded him of a few things. 

“Alright.” James nodded. 

After tying up his hair, she patted his clothes, ensuring there were no wrinkles 
on his attire. 

After helping James get ready, she waved at him and said smilingly, “I’ll be 
waiting for the good news, James.” “Don’t worry. 

It should go well.” James was full of confidence. 

James then turned around and left toward Mount Eden. 

Mount Eden was the Angel Race’s core region. 

Leilani stayed on Mount Eden. 

As the daughter of the Angel Race’s Lord, she had a very high status. 

When James arrived on Mount Eden, a huge crowd was waiting outside the 
mountain gate. 

James had no idea what the actual appearance of the Angel Race’s creatures 
was, but they were all in human form. 

“There are so many people.” James frowned. 

Leilani’s fame was too great. 



Many creatures had come to join in the fun. 

Meanwhile, a few prominent and influential figures had already been allowed 
into Mount Eden to wait. 

All those still waiting outside were those without any status. 

James was also not qualified to directly enter the mountain, so he waited 
outside the gate. 

Suddenly, countless seats appeared in the sky above Mount Eden. 

Every seat was served with Empyrean Berries, and their fragrances 
permeated the air. 

A woman stood directly ahead of them. 

She looked like a human and was about the average height of a human, 
probably about 180 centimeters. 

She wore a white dress, had long, black hair, and had a tiara. 

The tiara had a faint glow and looked very extraordinary. 

She had an excellent figure, and her face was perfect. 

James noticed her and sensed the powerful aura coming from her. 

He immediately knew the woman was most likely the Angel Race’s Princess 
Leilani. 

“Tm grateful for everyone that has come to Mount Eden today.” Leilani stood 
up and looked at the powerhouses as well as core members from various 
races around her with a bright smile. 

“There isn’t really any purpose for gathering everyone here. 

I simply wanted to get to know the different powerhouses of the Greater 
Realms. 

I’d also like to find a suitable partner to participate in the Doom Race’s 
upcoming conference and obtain the Chaos Sacred Lotus.” As soon as her 
remark came out, discussion broke out in the crowd. 



The various powerhouses were excited. 

Everyone knew about the Doom Race’s conference. 

In 10 million years, the Doom Race’s Chaos Sacred Lotus would be born. 

The Doom Race wanted to use their Chaos Sacred Lotus to reward the 
powerhouse that won the conference. 

The purpose was to help the other races’ powerhouse produce more 
Acmeans. 

The Dooms had announced that the conference would require participants to 
form a team of five. 

They released the conference’s participating requirements in advance so 
everyone could prepare. 

One of the requirements was that only creatures under the Acmean Rank 
could participate since the Chaos Sacred Lotus had little effect on Acmeans. 

James frowned. 

‘A conference by the Dooms? What kind of conference is this?’ thought 
James. 

James planned to ask Dahlia to investigate after he returned to the courtyard 
house. 
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that looked to be in his twenties and was dressed very glamorously. 

His appearance would easily attract the attention of women. 

He said confidently, “Princess Leilani, I’1] definitely become one of your 
teammates.” “He’s a prodigy from the Devil Race.” “T heard he’s very powerful 
and is a Quasi-Acmean. 

It took hima very short time to reach his current rank.” “Don’t be fooled by his 
handsome appearance. 



He’s actually very ruthless, and those who offended him met very tragic 
deaths.” “Yeah. 

ve heard of Sigmund Lailoken before. 

He doesn’t have a good reputation in the Greater Realms.” A lot of 
discussions broke out in the crowd after Lailoken’s remark. 

“1’m also qualified to be your teammate, Princess Leilani.” “Me too!” “Whether 
you’re qualified or not is up to Princess Leilani.” A few prominent figures in the 
VIP seats expressed their wishes to be her teammate. 

All of them were from major races, and a few were from the Ten Great Races. 

These creatures had powerful cultivation bases and were well-known 
throughout the Greater Realms. 

As soon as these creatures began to speak, those at the mountain foot also 
began to discuss. 

James was also standing among them and learned about the identities of 
these VIP guests from their conversations. 

He secretly remembered all of them. 

These creatures were powerhouses, many of whom were from the Ten Great 
Races. 

These creatures were enemies of the Human Race, so they were also his 
opponents. 

Leilani smiled in response to their remarks. 

Her beautiful smile immediately captivated everyone. 

“There’s no rush. 

I have a rough idea of the creatures I want on my team. 

I’ve prepared a competition today. 

However, I won’t determine the results based on cultivation strength. 



Instead, I’d like to see what kind of Supernatural Powers everyone has. 

I rarely leave Mount Eden and don’t know much about the Supernatural 
Powers of the Greater Realm’s other races. 

I’d like to use this opportunity today to grow my knowledge. 

Please do surprise me.” Leilani’s voice resounded. 

“Sure! Not a problem at all.” Suddenly, a creature appeared in the arena in the 
center. 

The arena was prepared in advance and was very big. 

There was a powerful formation around it, which an Acmean had set up. 

Since the highest rank amongst the crowd was only the Quasi Acme Rank, it 
was impossible for them to break the formation. 

The man appeared in the arena, and a compelling aura erupted from his body. 

Suddenly, the man began to move. 

He cast a terrifying Supernatural Power that formed a space cage. 

Countless Sword Energies appeared around it and thrust into the cage, 
instantly causing significant damage to the area inside of the cage. 

His Supernatural Power caused a burst of applause. 

Leilani smiled lightly but said nothing. 

The others quickly followed suit after the first creature displayed his 
Supernatural Power. 

Prodigies from various races of the Greater Realms successively 
demonstrated their terrifying Supernatural Power. 

A few of them were powerhouses that were well-known in the Greater 
Realms. 

Several unknown creatures also wanted to seize the opportunity to make a 
name for themselves. 



James watched silently from the mountain foot. 

After seeing a few Supernatural Powers, James frowned. 

“They’re so strong. 

As expected from the Greater Realm, all of these Supernatural Powers are 
super destructive.” James took a deep breath. 

The powerhouses seated in the VIP seats took turns showing their 
Supernatural Powers. 

It lasted for about a few decades. 

Decades later, almost all the creatures on the VIP seats had already taken 
their turn. 

Leilani stood up and looked at the tens of thousands of creatures at the 
mountain foot. 

She asked smilingly, “Is there anyone at the mountain foot who would like to 
display their Supernatural Power?” After her question, the creatures at the 
mountain foot immediately flinched. 

They did not feel qualified to do so, as they would only embarrass themselves. 

The countless creatures at the mountain foot looked at each other, but no one 
volunteered. 

Suddenly, a man in a white robe stepped forward and slowly walked into the 
sky. 
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disguise. 

“Seriously? Someone really dared to come up to the arena?” At that moment, 
a man in one of the VIP seats laughed out loud. 

“Princess Leilani was just being polite. 



I can’t believe someone took it seriously. 

I wonder if he has something to show or is just trying to gain some attention.” 
“Judging from his attire, he probably investigated Princess Leilani and came to 
catch her attention.” Many of the VIP guests ridiculed James. 

Even the creatures at the mountain foot made fun of James. 

Everyone thought James had no skills and was simply trying to gain Leilani’s 
attention. 

They thought he was trying to curry favor and gain a connection with the 
Angel Race. 

James did not take their comments to heart. 

Soon, he appeared in the arena in the center of Mount Eden. 

Leilani looked at James standing in the arena. 

She smiled faintly and asked, “You’re courageous to have stepped into the 
arena. 

What is your name?” James replied, “Forty-nine.” “Forty-nine? What a strange 
name.” Leilani smiled and said, “Alright. 

Go ahead and show me what you’ve got.” “Alright.” James nodded. 

Under the countless gazes, James raised his hand. 

Suddenly, a dazzling light ray appeared from his palm and shot toward Leilani. 

At that moment, the creatures at the mountain foot were startled. 

“Did he just attack Leilani?” “He sure is bold.” Leilani stood in place, not 
moving to avoid it. 

There was a formation around the arena, and even if the formation were not 
there, she would not be afraid of James. 

The light ray reached high up to the border of the arena and formed into a 
petal. 



James repeatedly unleashed a few more light rays. 

Each time, he used a different Path Power to form the petal. 

The petals gradually gathered to form a flower. 

Before the flower was completed, it caused a commotion in the crowd. 

“I-Is that a Sacred Blossom?” “That kid has some skills. 

He turned the Sacred Blossom into a Supernatural Power to catch Leilani’s 
attention. 

As far as I know, no creature is capable of mastering all Paths. 

It was already hard for one to cultivate all of the Five Great Paths, let alone all 
the Paths that exist.” “I’d like to see what he can do.” Everyone watched 
James attentively. 

He slowly perfected the flower. 

However, he left out the Five Great Paths and Karma Path. 

The center of the flower was also empty. 

“That’s beautiful.” Leilani looked at the flower joyfully, praising him, “You’re 
very creative. 

You used various Path Powers to form a Sacred Blossom.” Hearing Leilani’s 
praises, a man next to her immediately became dissatisfied. 

It was none other than Sigmund, a prodigy from the Devil Races. 

Sigmund glared at James, secretly noting down his appearance. 

He planned to teach James a lesson after the meeting was over. 

“Amazing.” “To have mastered so many Paths, he must’ve put in a lot of 
effort.” “He worked hard to obtain Leilani’s attention and curry favor with the 
Angel Race.” “I’m envious of him.” “Leilani even praised him. 

He’s surely going to rise in the future.” The creatures in the VIP seats and at 
the mountain foot were envious of James. 



Just when everyone thought it was over, James moved again. 

He unleashed the Five Great Path’s Power, and they entered the central 
region of the Sacred Blossom as petals. 

The Five Great Path’s petals were very dazzling and mesmerizing. 
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exclaimed, “Woah.” “H-He mastered the Five Great Paths?” “How is that 
possible? That’s unbelievable. 

How can someone have cultivated all of the Five Great Paths?” Not only were 
the creatures at the mountain foot shocked, but even the powerhouses in the 
VIP seats were startled. 

James’ display of the Five Great Paths had caused a commotion. 

The Five Great Paths were very miraculous. 

It was common for cultivators to have mastered one or two of them. 

However, learning all five was unheard of. 

The audience was astonished, but it was not over yet. 

James summoned his Karma Power. 

His power flew toward the Scared Blossom’s center, forming a petal. 

The Sacred Blossom was perfected. 

A complete Sacred Blossom containing all Paths hovered above the arena. 

The dazzling flower was very mesmerizing and beautiful. 

It looked like the most wonderful thing to have existed and could outshine 
everything else. 

“This?” Leilani took a step forward. 



She had seen a Sacred Blossom naturally formed by heaven and earth 
before. 

However, she had never seen or heard of a living being using various Path 
Powers to form a Sacred Blossom. 

A few powerhouses in the VIP seats stood up and stared at the Sacred 
Blossom. 

“T-Is that really a Sacred Blossom?” “Who is that kid?” “He’s proficient in the 
Five Great Paths and even mastered the Karma Path. 

This… 

This is amazing.” Various surprised voices resounded in the area. 

At that moment, James stood in the center of the arena and became the focus 
of everyone’s attention. 

James looked at Leilani and shouted, “A beautiful Sacred Blossom for the 
gorgeous princess. 

I hope you like it, Princess Leilani.” His voice resounded throughout the area. 

“Wonderful.” Leilani clapped her dainty hands and applauded him. 

“It’s the best birthday present I’ve ever received. 

Thank you, Forty -nine. 

I’m thrilled with it.” Hearing this, James was relieved. 

Leilani had approved his Supernatural Power. 

It would be easy to obtain an invitation to the auction now, and he might even 
be able to directly ask her for the Herb of Reclusion. 

James immediately felt various hostile gazes on him after he received 
Leilani’s praises. 

However, he was not bothered by them. 



Even though these powerhouses were from major families and backgrounds, 
none of them stood a chance against him in a one- on-one fight. 

He would be unbeatable unless his opponent was an Acmean. 

Against those under the Acme Rank, he was invincible. 

James was confident. 

“Since you like it, I’ll leave the Sacred Blossom here for a million years.” 
James parted his lips, and his voice resounded. 

The Sacred Blossom had not been deduced into Macrocosm Power. 

James had only used some of his Path Power to form it. 

With his current strength, it would not be a problem for him to sustain the 
flower for a million years. 

However, the Sacred Blossom’s power was very magical. 

He could make the different petals’ strength equivalent to that of a Nine- 
Power Macrocosm Ancestral God. 

Each flower petal had the same strength and was very potent. 
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Leilani continued, “Sacred Blossoms are very beautiful, but I’ve seen them 
multiple times. 

However, this is the first time I’ve seen someone who’s mastered the Sacred 
Blossom as their signature skill. 

Nevertheless, nothing lasts forever. 

It’s enough that I get to witness such an impressive and wondrous moment.” 
After listening to Leilani’s words, James lightly waved his hand in the air. 

The petals of the Sacred Blossom slowly fell apart and vanished one by one in 
the next instant. 



James bowed slightly to Leilani. 

Then, he turned around and slowly descended to the foot of the mountain. 

“Is there anyone else who would like to show us their skills?” Leilani turned 
her eyes to the crowd gathered at the foot of the mountain. 

However, no one tried to volunteer this time after seeing what James could 
do. 

After making sure that there were no other volunteers, Leilani announced, 
“Thank you to all of you who are present here today. 

The banquet begins now. 

We’ve prepared an assortment of food and drinks. 

Please enjoy yourselves.” Then, she walked off the platform and disappeared 
from everyone’s sight. 

At the same time, James had reached the foot of the mountain, and he was 
about to leave the place. 

James thought, ‘I’ve done my part and achieved my purpose of coming here 
today. 

There’s no point in me staying around for the event. 

‘Moreover, with Leilani’s status and influence in the Angel Race, I’m sure it’ll 
be easy for her to locate me if she wishes to see me again.’ Once James had 
taken a few steps away from the crowd, several chambermaids of the Angel 
Race approached him from behind. 

“Excuse me, Sir Forty-nine?” James turned around and saw several gorgeous 
ladies standing before him. 

He asked politely, “Is something the matter?” One of the ladies smiled softly 
and said, “The princess would like to invite you to Mount Eden.” “Princess 
Leilani?” James asked curiously. 

The lady nodded in affirmation and gestured to James. 



“Please come this way.” Those ladies led James onto a quiet, secluded path 
and deeper into the woods. 

Soon enough, they arrived at a huge, tranquil lake. 

The lake water was so clear that James could even see small schools of fish 
swimming peacefully in the water. 

A picturesque manor stood at the center of the lake. 

“Sir, the princess is waiting inside the manor.” Another lady gestured toward 
the building. 

James directed his gaze at the manor. 

Ina flash, he teleported himself and arrived outside the manor. 

Then, James walked into the house through the open front door. 

At the same time, Leilani was playing a song on the piano in the manor’s 
music room. 

James followed the sound of the music and eventually found where she was. 

He walked over to the piano and listened intently. 

When Leilani had finally finished playing, James gazed at the lady with 
genuine admiration and clapped his hands. 

“That was such a beautiful piece!” Leilani stood up and smiled at him softly. 

“You flatter me. 

Here, have a seat.” After both of them had taken a seat, James noticed that 
Leilani was staring at him with an intense gaze. 

He turned his eyes away and asked shyly, “Uh… 

Is there something on my face?” Leilani shook her head. 

“No. 

I’m just feeling a bit curious about you and your background. 



I don’t think I’ve ever heard about someone like you.” James replied calmly, 
“Over hundreds and thousands of living beings are found in the Greater 
Realms. 

You couldn’t possibly know every single one of us. 

Besides, I come from a small, ordinary world. 

This is my first time visiting the Thala Realm.” A faint smile flickered across 
Leilani’s face. 

She asked straightforwardly, “Go ahead. 

What is it that you need my help with?” James paused momentarily upon 
hearing her words. 

‘Initially, I was planning to catch Leilani’s attention and slowly befriend her 
before asking for some favors. 

‘Who knew she’d catch on so quickly and ask me about it right away?’ James 
pondered. 

 


